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HI, WE ARE JOIE 

& MING KIAT

Creative souls with a love for animals, and human

connection. 

We have always been creatively minded and had a deep

love for true connection between humans and animals,

the unabashed real type of connection. We believe, at the

end of the day, these true moments, even the smallest

ones, are what mean the most. Your lives are filled with

these tiny moments and the fact that we get to capture

them, stop time and hand them onto you to be

remembered forever means more than you may ever

know.

Chat soon, we can't wait to hear all about your ideas and

plans.

"Had a great experience shooting with Ming Kiat! He was most kind to

accommodate multiple changes to the date we chose for the shoot due

to inclement weather. Photos turned out great, and speed of delivery

far exceeded expectations. Would recommend without reservations."

Stella Tan

Kind Words 
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OUR JOURNEY STARTS HERE

Choose Your Experience 
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Deluxe Classic Mini

MOST POPULAR

1 hour session
FOR THE RARE GATHERINGS IN LIFE

No pax limit

THE MORE THE MERRIER

30 Colour-Edited Photos
PERFECT FOR SHARING ON SOCIAL MEDIA

Basic Photo Retouching for Print

GOT TO MAKE YOU LOOK GOOD

2 Archive Quality A2 Print

PRINT YOUR CHERISHED MOMENT FROM THE SESSION

45 mins session
WITH THE GRANNIES

Up to 5 pax
GREAT FOR FAMILIES WHO WANT MORE FUN

20 Colour-Edited Photos
PERFECT FOR SHARING ON SOCIAL MEDIA

Basic Photo Retouching for Print
GOT TO MAKE YOU LOOK GOOD

1 Archive Quality A3 Print
PRINT YOUR FAVOURITE MOMENT FROM THE SESSION

20 mins session
FOR WHEN A FEW IS ENOUGH

Up to 5 pax

5 Color-Edited Photos
PERFECT FOR SHARING ON SOCIAL MEDIA

No Photo Retouching

SPREAD THE LOVE WITH FRIENDS AND FAMILY

No Prints

$628 $428 $288
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SUITABLE FOR SMALL FAMILIES, SHORT & SWEET

ADDITIONAL PHOTOS

can be purchased in sets of 10 for $30, OR unlock the full gallery for $50/$60/$70 for Mini, Classic and Deluxe session respectively.

MAXIMUM NO. OF PAX

According to IMDA, up to 15 people, including the crew of the studio can be on the shoot set. However, only 10 people can be in the

photo, unmasked for photography purposes.

ADDITIONAL COSTS

Weekend Fee $30   |   Extra pax @ $30 / pax



OUR STUDIO SHOOT

BOOKING PROCESS AND

HOW IT ALL WORKS

Keeping it easy-peasy and stress-free, just for you

LET’S MEET LOCK IT IN

Check out our IG page

for the latest set. Head to

our link in bio to check

on our availability, 

Yay! We'll finalise your

session and deposit to

secure your booking.

You'll complete a

questionnaire that'll help

me to get the next steps

organised.

NAIL THE DETAILS

Our outfit guides are

shared on IG. Time to get

coordinated for the

shoot!  I'm always just an

email away!

YOU'VE GOT MAIL

Photos will be ready by the

following week's Friday. Grab

some wine and get cosy because

here's the final unveiling. Hop

online to view your gallery. 

KEEPSAKE

Once you've selected the photos

you want (or unlock the whole

gallery), sit back while we upload

all high resolution photos.

Depending on your package, let

us know which photo you'd want

printed! A generational treasure to

be shared for the years to come.

THE SHOOT

I will be watching out for

every special moment so

that you can simply enjoy

the session! Don't worry

about the pairings for the

photos too! We will work

our way up to make you as

comfortable as possible. 

01 02 03 04

05 06
SPREAD THE LOVE

Feel free to spread the gallery

to your love ones. Enjoy the

memories in the years to

come.

07
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"I love the whole experience."

We really enjoyed a stress-free session in the studio! Rewards work like wonders for the

three kids [and mama papa too]. They’ve got a Snack Bar stocked with what little children

would go ga-ga over. A REAL bar where I sneaked from the corner of my eye “Roku Gin”
*SAY WHAT* And Doggy treats my #Gypsie熊猫 love!

- Liang May
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https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/gypsie%E7%86%8A%E7%8C%AB/


OUTDOOR

SHOOTS
Authentically capturing just

you, being yourselves

How many professionally taken photos do you and your

partner/family have, ones that you really love and can fill

your home with?

An outdoor shoot is a chance for us to capture some really

beautiful, candid photos in a relaxed environment. Just you

guys being you. 

The shoot will take approximately1 hour as some pets might

need a little more time to warm up - we totally understand.

Hence, we factor in more flexibility for time.

Either way, I promise that we'll have a lot of fun while we're

at it.

PACKAGE INCLUDES:

$400

+ 1Hour Shoot
IN YOUR CHOSEN LOCATION (HOME / OUTDOORS)

+ Est. 50 High resolution photos
PERFECT FOR SHARING ON SOCIAL MEDIA

+ Online gallery
SPREAD THE LOVE WITH FRIENDS AND FAMILY
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Place

Image

Here

FAQ

Our studio is located in a building that has lift access. However, to

get onto the lift area, there is a small ledge where you might have

to overcome. We are more than happy to assist your family with

this so just let us know in advance. 

Can we have an outfit change? 

Yes no problem with that! Our studio has a toilet just steps away

for changing. 

Is your place wheel chair friendly? 
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You'll receive a link to your online gallery to relive your shoot day.

When photographers shoot, we shoot in the RAW format where

the colors are desaturated with low contrast. We also typically

shoot underexposed photos for a very technical reason. RAW

photos also require specialized programs to open and edit. All the

photos we returned will have our signature color applied, creating

the colors on the photographs you see on our social media and

website. 

We can provide some basic photoshop adjustments which include:

face slimming, removing of blemishes, etc, if necessary. This will be

capped at 3 photos per session. 

How will I receive my photos?

How long will it take to receive our photos?

For studio shoots, the photos will be ready the following week's

friday. 

Meanwhile, for outdoor/home sessions, It will take roughly2-3

weeks to receive your photos. 

What are photos edited? What is color edited?



FAQ
Life is complicated and the unexpected is to be expected. The

deposit is non-refundable as this helps to protect my business due

to turning away all other bookings for your session. I hope you

understand that deposit is insurance for my business to stay afloat in

the event of a cancellation.

Can I print my photos?
Of course, I'd love for you to print your favourite photos! You can

easily order photos prints through your online gallery.

What if I have to cancel or move my booking?

Any recommended make up artist?
We highly recommend @arly.co as they are just next door to our

studio! Both Airin and Vicky are very experienced makeup artists that

work with a number of local blogshops and well-known in the

wedding industry :)

If you would like any specific recommendations, just reach out and I'm

sure I will have some suggestions I can send you.
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What happens if it rains?

For studio shoots, the session can still continue as we rely on

studio lights for all the shoots. This way, we can avoid

uncertainties caused by the weather. For outdoor/home sessions,

We can reschedule the shoot when our dates are aligned. 

Can I remove my mask? 
For studio shoots, up to 15 pax (including the photographer) can be in

the studio but only up to10 pax can be unmasked for photos at any

point of time during the shoot. For outdoors, the subjects can remove

their mask for photographs but have to put it back on when moving

from point to point.



HOW TO BOOK

I 'm so pumped, here's how you can lock

me in

THANK YOU! I'm unbelievably excited and honoured that

you'd like to book me. Let's get the party started!

There is zero obligation to book during our catch up, so no

pressure whatsoever. I want you to feel 100% comfortable

and confident in your booking once we've hashed out all the

details. If you're in, I'm in!

Please note that I take in limited number of outdoor shoots,

so it's best to get in touch with me sooner rather than later, to

avoid any disappointment.

I look forward to meeting you soon. 

x Ming

SHOOT ME AN EMAIL AND WE’LL ORGANISE A CATCH UP

We can do this in person at my studio or over Skype. During

our catch up you can ask as many questions as you'd like and

get a feel for what it'll be like working together.

MAKE A FINAL DECISION
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LOVE NOTES AND KIND WORDS 

Our experience with Ming Kiat at Studiokinu was exceptional and simply one of a kind. Upon our arrival at the studio,

he was very welcoming and had drinks already prepared for us. The atmosphere at the studio was cozy and pleasant,

making us feel at ease and comfortable throughout our entire stay there. Studiokinu is a pet friendly studio and we

decided to bring our one year old puppy, Hoshi, along for our photoshoot. Despite the fact that Hoshi is fidgety and

energetic, he remained calm and compose during the entire session. He also kindly provided treats to help make the

photoshoot session to go more smoothly. MingKiat was able to perfectly capture our personalities and we are

delighted with the results of the shoot.

Test imonials  I 've received from other couples

"GREAT EXPERIENCE WITH MING KIAT"

He was most kind to accommodate multiple changes to the date we chose for the shoot due to inclement weather.

Photos turned out great, and speed of delivery far exceeded expectations. Would recommend without reservations.

- STELLA and COCO

"HELPFUL FOR FIRST TIMER OR PEOPLE WHO ARE CAMERA-SHY"

- VANESSA, CHEE KANG and HOSHI

"FUN PAWDELLING EXPERIENCE"

It was such a fun pawdelling experience with my furbro, big thanks to @studiokinu.co for being so patient while we

run around and for feeding us with so much treatos!

- JOLA & PAWBRO
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https://www.instagram.com/studiokinu.co/




Get In Touch

Stay In the Loop

HELLO@STUDIOKINU.CO

SOCIAL: @THEKINDREDARCHIVES

STUDIO: @STUDIOKINU.CO

WWW.STUDIOKINU.CO
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Studio Kinu
Your Journey 's  Just  Start ing


